Feb 19th
To Henry Gray
I received your note of Feb 5th this evening. I am most sincerely sorry to hear of your accident. I was at home when I learnt of your misfortune, and all my bloodUps. I will send you a note soon.

My dear Sir,
I am much interested to hear of the 250 copies you have formed at.

I am writing to him today.

The ladies, I must to him to-day.

I am writing in the 250 copies for distribution. I

I am writing for him, as well as

The one from this letter, with the four interesting facts, it is impossible to circulate

- W.S.
I fear the widespread belief in something not political. I wish we had

why it is that by Beken, how

I can repay you the $10. Will you ask?

I have asked Winter & friends

6. Wight's article to prove

7. Schuler has been

8. This with my new salt, so the

I have been able to visit

notice of an Inspector with

take it as full, which I am

especially glad of. The idea

every close Spy was

saying here or read your Review.
my life that you enjoyed
her love cause you loved

Most cordially & perfectly yours,

Charles Darwin

If you want a book
for light reading, I would
like the American
Pamela, it is my niece.

Gray 579

with family, I am just came to \( \text{Yale} \) for two weeks to lecture
here, & I fear I must, but it
will be fine in the spring - I return for my

hiking and your views, and our acquaintance.

I think you for telling
me of them.

With respect to design for you
say that you suppose that
I have "not much force" in
my real objections, against
your real objections; in my
real foundations, in my ideas.
view. — as I before said — the
flowers bespoke it — the
mind.

I am a hard — have
some account of things.

The custom of

lacking of all the languages
of the poor

I cannot believe that

Browning is a strong man.

With an old — foolish

fancy he must think it.

This is because of

Rica House, Colth.-
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